Strategy for the wealthy family:
Seven principles to assure riches to riches across generations

Singapore, 15th November 2007 - For the illusive world of multi-millionaires and their families, there is always the niggling concern of passing the enormous fortune across generations and making it last.

Written by a descendent of very wealthy Daniell family – Mark Haynes Daniell, Strategy for the Wealthy Family offers a rare glimpse into the world of infinite riches, where family legacies, portfolio investments and trust funds are managed with the utmost precision and excellence.

Strategy for the Wealthy Family provides information and insight to help you grow, protect, transfer and share your family wealth across generations. It basically attempts to cheat the proverbial curse of “Rags to riches in three generations”.

Riding on seven principles to assure riches to riches across generations which include:

1. A Framework for Family Strategy
2. Family Organization
3. Family Wealth Preservation
4. Family Wealth Management
5. The Family Business
6. Effective Philanthropy
7. Living a Truly Wealthy Life

Mastering the challenge of maintaining family wealth requires the appreciation that wealth does not equate to only material resources. The most common insight from the world’s richest families is that wealth is far more than financial assets.
“True family wealth encompasses financial resources but also includes family harmony, physical well-being, a broader sense of legacy and reputation, integrity, spiritual growth, intellectual capital and the personal happiness of each family member.” Says Daniell.

Wealth creation is only the first giant step to the establishment of a multi-generational legacy. The lack of precedent models for the preservation and transfer of that wealth presents many challenges for the first generation.

*Strategy for the Wealthy Family* seeks to provide this strategic framework of proven approaches that can be tailored to be better aligned to guide each wealthy family successfully across generations.

Daniell adds. “Whether you have $1 million or $1 billion, *Strategy for the Wealthy Family* can show you how to defeat the ‘riches to rags in three generations’ curse and allow you access into the best-managed wealth family club.”
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